The easiest and cheapest way to create business cards
Would you like to quickly and easily order high quality business cards according to your CI specifications? With
our intuitive web-to-print portal for business cards, you're guaranteed to succeed!

And that's how easy it is
We store your business card layout with a defined field logic in the web-to-print portal and link this to your ERP
on request.
To order, simply select employee data stored in the shop via full-text search or enter it manually in the order
form. In the next step, you will receive a print preview for review. Finally, just confirm the order. Finished!
We produce your business cards in the best quality and according to your corporate design. Of course also with
automatically generated QR code and employee photo.

Your benefits at a glance:
-

Individual: We create your business cards according to your corporate design and adapt the functions
of the portal to your requirements.
Fast: The full-text search of employee data enables order completion in just a few seconds.
Illustrative: The print file is generated immediately and serves as a proof copy.
Complete: The integrated order archive provides you with complete documentation with evaluation
options via Excel export and enables the tracking of the order - from receipt of the order to delivery.
Free: The delivery of business cards is free.
Attractively: We offer you favorable graduated prices and a top quality.
Reliable: All orders received by Thursday are dispatched Tuesday the following week.
Intelligent: Previously placed orders are saved and can be retrieved next time.
Optimized: Sophisticated security mechanisms and user rights make it possible for all your employees
to order the business cards themselves.

-

Agile: Our order portal is dynamically adaptable to your needs. By developing additional functions, we
optimally address your needs.
Simple: employee data can now also be imported via V-Card from Lotus Notes or Outlook. Select the
appropriate employee in the search field, the rest is done by our intelligent portal for you.
Safe: Your data is stored in an ISO 27001 certified data center in Freiburg im Breisgau.

Convince yourself of our modern web technology, which guarantees the security of your data and optimally
maps your processes! We look forward to you!

Our efficient workflow tools make it easier for you to work
Our system is modular and constantly evolving. Below you will find the description of the individual modules.

The Permission Center
More security during the ordering process
Do you want to play it safe when ordering business cards? Then use our release center! Here you can easily
specify one-level or multi-level approval processes in the web-to-print Portal. This ensures that orders are only
validly issued after approval by the responsible employees. So all employees can order their business cards
independently.

Your benefits at a glance:
-

-

More security: Four eyes see more than two. The approval process helps you to avoid incorrect orders.
Multi-level approvals: Would you like to have your order process released in two stages? No problem!
Because in the release center, you have the option to deposit both the supervisor and the
administrator.
Everything documented: thanks to the integrated documentation, you can always track what was
released when and by whom.

The QR code generator
With the QR code generator, which is permanently integrated in your shop, the employee data is automatically
recorded in the QR code on your business card. You can decide which information should be transmitted with
the QR code even when the portal is first set up.

The address management
Have the orders delivered directly to the employee's branch by assigning each employee their workstation. This
saves additional organizational effort.

The employee data import
Store employee data easily and quickly in the portal using Excel, VCard or Outlook Import.
With just one click, the data is selected and entered into the fields, so takes a Ordering process only a few
seconds.

OCI connection
You would like to integrate our web-to-portal into an existing order portal? With the OCIA binding
This is easily possible with our web-to-print portal!
We ensure that the transition from your system to our portal is seamless. The Hook-Login will take you to our
portal and when the order is placed, for example, we will hand over the ordered items in the shopping cart of
your system.

